“I love it! Yesterday I was
drilling and tapping into
steel, the tapping function
was really cool. Today I ran
it hard and drilled about 140
holes deep in end grain cedar
with no problems and it was
faster than my previous Drill
Press, the same job on my old
unit would almost burn out
the belts completely... ”
User comment 2016

Product Technical Specifications
MOTOR

DVR High Torque Motor,
Electronic Variable Speed,
1.75HP Direct Drive; Single
Phase Input Supply,
110-120V, 15A, 1.75HP;
220-240V, 10-15A, 2HP
(Requires optional plug
change) Class F Winding
Insulation. Industrial spec
for long life

SWING

18”

Spindle Travel

6”

Number of Spindle
Speeds

Variable

SPEED RANGE

50-3000rpm is default
(option in settings to
increase to 5500rpm)

Spindle Taper

MT-2

Spindle Distance
to Table

(Max.) 23 1/2” (724mm)
(Min.) 6 1/8” (155mm)

Table Size
(wood working)
(L x W)

16 1/2” x 16 1/2”
(419mm x 419mm)

Table Tilt (Deg.)

-45° to +45°

Table Rotation (Deg.)

360°

Chuck Size

5/8” (3-16mm)

Column Diameter

3.62” (92mm)

Base Size (L x W)

22 1/4” x 17 1/2”
(565mm x 445mm)

Overall Height

70 5/8” (1794 mm)

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

- DVR motor & Controller
- Drill Chuck
- Manual & Fastenings
- Table

WARRANTY

2-Years Full Replacement on
Motor and Controller
5-Years Mechanical

Weight:

306lbs/136kgs

NOVA Voyager DVR Drill Press
1.75 hp 115 V DVR motor USA/Canada – 58000
2 hp 230 V DVR Motor, NZ/Aust – 58001
2 hp 230 V DVR Motor, UK – 58002
2 hp 230 V DVR Motor, Europe – 58003

© 2016 Teknatool International Ltd. All rights reserved.
Teknatool USA Inc. Due to NOVA’s continual product
development and improvement policy, product features
and specifications may change without notice.
Publication Code: 123-1016-002
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Contact NOVA™ toll-free at
1-866-748-3025 or 1-727-954-3433

Find your nearest dealer @ www.teknatool.com

NOVA, a leading innovator
in the woodturning and
woodworking industry
for more than 30 years, is
introducing its first Drill Press.
The NOVA Voyager DVR 18”
Drill Press features the DVR
Smart Motor.

A drill press is a motor that drives a drill bit. For
years, manufacturers have added features, such
as larger tables, and laser guidance, but the heart
of the drill press is the motor. And, to date, motor
technology has not kept pace. The NOVA Voyager
DVR Drill Press introduces revolutionary motor
technology, changing up the category completely.
The NOVA Voyager DVR Drill press uses a
1.75hp (115V)/2hp (220v) DVR (Digital Variable
Reluctance) Smart Motor. A direct drive motor
with no belts or pulleys, providing the ideal drilling
platform - smooth, vibration free drilling. It also
has no brushes, permanent magnets, or electrical
connections to moving parts; and no current flow
in the rotor, meaning less wear and longer life than
an AC or DC motor. It also has the ability to turn on
or off with no power spike, providing a low voltage
start and no wear on the motor. The motor has an
unmatched variable speed range of 50 to 5500
RPM – and enough torque to tackle any material
including steel and other metals.
These features alone make the NOVA 18” Drill
Press stand out from the competition as not just
a woodworking but an ‘all purpose’ drill press.
However, it also features a powerful MCU on board,
taking the functionality and safety of this drill press
to the next level and making it a truly innovative tool.

A user-friendly LCD screen allows the user to
access a picture menu, a feature generally found
only on CNC machines. The user can select the
drill bit they want from the menu, then select the
size and the material they are drilling into, and the
computer will select the correct speed.
The NOVA Voyager can be set to start when the user
pulls down on the lever, and automatically stops
when the quill is retracted. For zeroing, the user can
bring the drill bit down to the work piece and simply
press the zero button. The drill press now knows
exactly where the work piece is. The drill depth can
be dialled in to an accuracy well beyond any ruler
or mechanical stop increments. The user can select
how deep to drill and what action the machine
should take once reaching that depth, e.g., brake and
stop at a depth of 1.5-inches. All this - the correct
speed, zero point and drilling depth can be set in less
than 30 seconds.
The NOVA Voyager has a pilot-hole function that
governs the speed of the drill until enough material
is entered then ramps up to full speed. This
eliminates the need for a pilot-hole drill and ensures
a larger drill bit won’t wander. It also makes drilling
into a round or irregular surface easier.

Smart Tools, Powerful Solutions

POWERFUL 1.75/2HP MOTOR

A truly multipurpose machine, handling wood, metals,
plastics and glass with ease, making this one the most
versatile Drill Presses available.

“Its whats
on top that’s
revolutionary...
the typical hinged
case, pulley
clusters and
grimy rubber
belts are gone.
DVR makes a
mechanical drive
system obsolete.
This is clearly
not grandpas
Drill Press!”

Fast, easy
to use
screen

DEPTH SETTING

Depth setting is easy and provides a direct read out of
depth. It is a simple 2-step process; touch the Drill on
the work piece and zero. Then put in the depth you want
to drill to. When the Drill reaches the set depth the drill
can do a range of actions, such as come to an immediate
stop, or slow and then reverse rotation to clean up a
counterbored recess. The drill depth can be dialled in to
an accuracy well beyond any ruler or mechanical stop
capabilities. The other major advantage of electronic depth
is automatic machine start and stop. Auto Handle start,
Drill bit only starts rotating when you pull down on the
handle and stops when you retract the quil. This allows
higher safety - you don’t need to be three handed, the
hand on the quill feed can instantly stop and start the drill.

CUSTOM FEATURES

There are many features that can be customised for the
user: for example, favourite speed settings, pilot hole,
forward reverse, brake function, auto handle start, Inch/
metric measurement and more.

Woodworkers Journal, 2016

Intelligent Speed Selection

DVR
Smart

The safety of the NOVA Voyager Drill Press is unmatched.
It has a tilt/vibration sensor, so if the drill press falls, the
drill press will stop. If a work piece becomes loose, the
motor will instantly monitor that an abnormal horizontal
load is now occurring and will immediately shut down
the motor. A password can be set by user to prevent
unauthorised use.

The World’s
FIRST Smart
Drill Press

METALS

For variety of projects (default is 50-3000rpm, option in
settings to increase to 5500rpm).

High Torque Power

Instant power when you need it. With it’s 1.75HP/2HP

high torque motor, exceptional structural strength and
smart design, the NOVA Voyager has the power and
capacity to handle a wide variety of projects with ease.

NOVA Voyager DVRTM delivers incredible turning
smoothness. With no belts to cause vibration, a computer
that automatically adjusts performance and solid cast iron
construction, the Voyager is one smooth & quiet operator.
This delivers the ability to drill faster and more efficiently.

The DVR motor doesn’t have any natural
speeds, frequencies or ways it must operate. It is
controlled by Software. This enables complete flexibility and
future proofing. As new features and functions are added,
the firmware can be upgraded via standard USB using
the DVR upgrade software (coming soon). In the future
a computer app will be available downloadable from the
internet to allow fast upgrades and customizable features.

Powerfully built, large table, column and wide base,
accurate spindle design with split column, coupled with
Industrial grade electronics, and no belts or pulleys to
wear and tear, NOVA Voyager is built to last.

50-5500rpm variable speed

Faster, more efficient
drilling

FUTURE PROOF MACHINE

SOLID PERFORMANCE

Precision machining, tight tolerances, good bearings,
split head casings all provide a strong bedrock of
accuracy with the NOVA Voyager. Coupled with the
MCU software ‘smarts’ that quickly and easily control
the correct balance of speed and power, leading to a
very accurate Drill Press.

 asy to operate, the NOVA DVR range of machines are
E
the only SMART machines on the market, using Adaptive
Control™ Software.

SAFETY

Push button electronic variable speed with forward and
reverse. The correct speed, zero point and drilling depth
can be set in less than 30 seconds.

ACCURACY

Intelligent Control

Choose from materials such as softwood, hardwood,
acrylic, brass, aluminium, steel and “glass/tile to get the
optimum speed for the application.

Plug n’ Play

Plastics, Glass, and Tiles

Power Saving
SPECIALTY
CUTTERS

Easily use speciality
cutters – Forstner Bits,
circle cutters, plugs
cutters, rosette cutters,
far better than standard
drill presses because
of the Voyagers ability
to optimise power and
speeds.

Smart computer controlled motor only draws as much
power as it needs for the project being worked on. The
DVR motor can save up to 50% energy and emissions
over conventional motors.

“Nova’s DVR 18” Drill Press
is simply amazing when you
see the technology applied to
it. Going with a direct drive
motor by itself is a big deal.
Going with a DVR Smart
Motor and adding so much
computer-based control puts
this machine light years ahead
of traditional drill presses.”
PROTOOLS Innovation Judges 2015

